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Wild Flowers  .  Lotte Dirks
photo @binnenbuitenhuis

Let’s empower creativity 
and personalize interiors

Make people happy. Worldwide.

Do you want to add a personal touch to your interior?  
Or do you miss that cool eye-catcher on your empty wall? 
Let us help you!

We have the most creative and versatile wall deco to
style your favorite spot. Relive your memories with our 
popular photo products or show your identity with an  
image from our outspoken collection.

Want to know more or become an IXXI collection retailer? 
Read on and let’s connect.
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Everyone has his own style,  
own memories and favourite  
designs. Use IXXI’s endless possi-
bilities in design, shape and size 
to create the atmosphere you feel 
comfortable in.  

Together with premium partners 
and designers we make design 
accessible and build a happy 
community. Meanwhile, we want 
to give a stage to photographers, 
young talent and all other people 
who embrace creativity. 

What is your world?

Winner European Design Award 2018
Winner German Design Award 2019
Nomination Dutch Design Awards 2010

Get creative and 
IXXI your world
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Ferns (colour)  .  Ernst Haeckel  .  Victoria and Albert Museum
© Laura van Till
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Get creative and 
IXXI your world
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Affordable design
IXXI was founded 2010 by 3 Dutch 
designers and 100% fueled by  
creativity. 

Not originated from a numeric 
business model, but from a strong 
wish to make design accessible  
for everyone. 
 
They built the foundation of what 
nowadays is perceived as an  
inspiring brand that empowers 
people to create their personal, 
high quality, wall decoration. 

Meet our team 
In 2019 our team consists of around 
25 enthusiastic members. All open- 
minded, creative thinking, down-to-
earth and more than eager to make 
you feel happy with our product.  
We value a playful mind, a good 
work-life balance and love good  
food & drinks. 

Founders Paulien Berendsen, 
Roel Vaessen and Eric Sloot



  Sustainability 
IXXI consists for 95% of the  
durable synthetic paper called  
Synaps (produced by Agfa, Belgium). 
It combines the physical qualities of 
a polyester film with the printability 
and ‘look and feel’ of luxury paper. 
Synaps is resistant to water, UV-light 
and tearing.  

Besides that it is free from toxins  
and 100% recyclable. Made to  
last, ensuring years of pleasure  
and reusability. That’s why we love  
it so much.

No waste!
Our products are made to order and are both 
printed and assembled in The Netherlands  
according all relevant standards. All remainings 
from production are recycled eco friendly to  
avoid unnecessary spoilage of materials and 
the environment. 
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IXXI x relationships

When it comes to our employees, partners, suppliers and charities, we offer support where needed, embrace  
collaborations and celebrate success. That’s how we’re making the world more beautiful for ourselves and others.

Love Icons  .  Banksy

  Tear-proof
  Water-resistant
  UV-proof
  100% recyclable



DIY
You easily create your personal IXXI 
online or select a cool design from 
one of our collection partners. 

Connect the cards with the connec-
ting pieces and install the IXXI onto 
the wall with adhesive tape included. 
No nails needed, suitable for all flat 
surfaces. 

Want to refresh or update? Unclick 
the cards easily and replace them 
by new photo’s or designs.

Endless possibilities
any shape, any size

10 11About IXXI10

ixxiyourworld.com/demo



Flexible and personal

With IXXI, you can easily create 
your own photo collage or 
enlargement.

This high-quality, but still affordable photo  
product consists of cards and connectors,  
offering endless possibilities in image, shape  
and size. The cards can easily be changed with 
a refill. This way your photo collage wall will 
always remain up-to-date. Whether you want 
to relive your most beautiful, memorable moments 
with a collage or an enlargement - IXXI got it 
covered! 

1312

IXXI Original  .  Photo EnlargementsIXXI Mini  .  Photo collage

Get started with
your own photos

1
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Title

IXXI Original collage
20 x 20 cm cards

Select your favourite photos and create a perso-
nal eye catcher for your wall. Give your room a 
fresh look in no time by changing the image and 
size with our original collage. Unleash your crea-
tivity with the online design module and edit your 
IXXI photo collage any way you like. Whether you 
choose a separate photo for each card or create 
an enlargement of a single image using multiple 
cards, the possibilities are endless!

+ IXXI Memory box 

Do you want to add new moments to your Mini  
collage and store the photos you’re replacing?  
Then the IXXI Memory Box is perfect for you!  
Just add a date and note to the back of each  
card and put them safely in the box. 
That way, you can archive all the precious  
memories that aren’t on your wall and still have 
them quickly to hand when you want to switch 
cards!

IXXI Mini collage
10 x 10 cm cards

With just a few clicks, you can use your own 
photos with our 10 x 10 cm cards to create a 
beautiful wall decoration. IXXI Mini allows you 
to use more images on the same surface area 
in comparison with IXXI Original (20 x 20 cm 
cards). That means you can display even more of 
your favourite memories in your home. You’ll be 
pleased to know that even snaps taken with your 
smartphone will look great this size.

IXXI Original enlargement
20 x 20 cm cards

IXXI enables you to easily create your personal 
wall decoration by using your own photos. 
Choose for an enlargement and give your  
interieur a statement piece, made by your  
most precious memory.  

15About IXXI14



Creative and playful

Together with alluring brands,  
talented designers, photo agencies 
and renowned museums all over 
the world, IXXI offers a unique  
collection of images. 

Get inspired by the variety and 
create your own wall-art.

TIP: Switch your style easily with our 
double-sided IXXIs

17

Girl with a pearl earring pixel 
Photo @binnenbijbuitenhuis

Creative Lab Amsterdam  .  Chilling in the Jungle

Create impact with
IXXI’s collection

2
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Flowers Dark & Light, Rijksmuseum



Premium partnerships
Besides collaborating with young 
talented designers we have also 
partnered with multiple renowned 
brands. We love to translate their 
master pieces into interior state-
ments, highlight the forgotten ones 
and connect styles. 

Our system translates classical 
paintings into modern wall art.  
We are open for all creative ideas 
and looking forward to grow our 
partner community.

We want to inspire with a diversity 
of beautiful and outspoken designs, 
empowering you to create the  
interior that you wish for. 

IXXI x Van Gogh Museum
Almond Blossom  .  Vincent van Gogh

IXXI x Star Wars (The Walt Disney Company)
Chewbacca  .  Tim Lautensack

18 About IXXI
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ixxiyourworld.com

Go online and get creative!

We’ve made an easy online module that helps you creating your very own, unique IXXI. You determine the dimensions, 
arrange and edit the images and/or get creative with our image bank. Even the colour of connecting pieces is to be 
chosen by you. How personal can it get?



Made to measure
Do you want to make the difference 
and impress your relations?
Do not look any further, IXXI is the 
way to go! Within 10 working days 
we create unique (retail-) products, 
including your logo’s and other 
branding characteristics. MOQ is 
20 pcs. Shipping worldwide. 

Stay tuned!
In 2020 we’ll launch a great new 
creators area that empowers your 
creativity even harder. 

ixxiyourworld.com/creators
business@ixxiyourworld.com

2322

VT Wonen Quote Box

Create your own
exclusive product or gift

B2B & Partnerships

FC Barcalona

Het Noordbrabants Museum

Prénatal - Baby department store

Scheepvaart museum / National Maritime Museum

VT Wonen Quote box

Loods 5

AFC Ajax

PSV

YOUR Store Antwerp / Eltipo

Nivelles City Map
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TitleLotte Dirks  .  @flufluencers Exclusive by  .  Chi Modu  .  Exhibition New York
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POS - IXXI x Vedett (concept proposal)
Unique wall decoration especially made for 
Vedett. These IXXI’s are created for every type  
of restaurant and bar where Vedett is being sold. 
Both the compact packaging size and the great 
impact it makes when put together, makes this the 
perfect material to enlarge brand awareness on 
a national or even global scale. 

BMW MINI  .  Gift Box

POS Vedett  .  Concept proposal

IXXI x MINI Gift Box
From now on, customers picking up their brand 
new MINI receive a unique IXXI x MINI Gift 
Box. This box stimulates to capture and enables 
to relive memories, which they’re making with 
their new car. This truly is a gift which increases 
the whole product experience!



Stay inspirational with the  
IXXI retail collection

From our ever growing online  
image bank, we continuously  
select the most popular and 
outspoken ones to be sold via our 
premium retail partners. Together 
we want to surprise people with 
impressive and affordable wall 
decoration. 

MOQ and shipping conditions 
ixxiyourworld.com/retail

2726

IXXI x YOUR Store Antwerp

Become a 
retail partner

B2B & Partnerships 27



IXXI retail collection POS tools
Of course; you better have some great empty 
walls! An IXXI onto the wall immediately draws 
the attention and completes every setting.  
We created several display materials, great 
product images and videos that help you  
explain the IXXI concept. And yes, we can  
advise you in optimal store presentation. 
See our collection at the next pages.

Looking forward to IXXI your store!

More info and inspiration
ixxiyourworld.com/retail

2928

IXXI Original  .  Photo EnlargementIXXI x YOUR Store Antwerp

The IXXI 
Tag

2928 B2B & Partnerships

Bijenkorf© Wehkamp

Show Up Amsterdam© Meijer & Floor Arnhem
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Ferns  .  Ernst Haeckel
Victoria and Albert Museum

Tropical Birds  .  V&A

Art



Victoria and Albert Museum

What once started as the Museum of Manufactures in 1852 has now become one of the world’s leading museums for art 
and design. The Victoria and Albert Museum has a permanent collection of more than 2.3 million artworks, paintings and 
objects that symbolize more than 5000 years of human creativity.

The IXXI x V&A Museum collection includes beautiful and colourful patterns that are visibly designed with attention. Lovely 
scenes with birds, flowers and colorful still lifes, but also a collage of authentic earthenware plates. The detailed illustrations
will immediately energise the mood of any interior.

35Art

vam.ac.uk

Hummingbirds
Ernst Haeckel  .  Victoria and Albert Museum  

60 x 100 cm  .  € 69  .  IXVAM011

100 x 140 cm  .  € 139  .  IXVAM012•
140 x 200 cm  .  €219  .  IXVAM013

Ferns
Ernst Haeckel  .  Victoria and Albert Museum  

80 x 100 cm  .  € 79  .  IXVAM008

120 x 160 cm  .  € 159  .  IXVAM009

180 x 240 cm  .  € 289  .  IXVAM010

Panel of a Chinese wallpaper brown
Victoria and Albert Museum  

80 x 100 cm  .  € 79  .  IXVAM005 •
100 x 140 cm  .  € 139  .  IXVAM006

V&A Plates  double sided
Victoria and Albert Museum 

25 cards (20 x 20 cm) / 1 m2  .  € 89  .  IXSP087

50 cards (20 x 20 cm) / 2 m2  .  € 159  .  IXSP088

Textile design with Flowers 
L.P. Butterfield   .  Victoria and Albert Museum  

80 x 100 cm  .  € 79  .  IXVAM016••
120 x 160 cm  .  € 159  .  IXVAM017•

Cockatoo and Pomegranate
Walter Crane  .  Victoria and Albert Museum  

80 x 120 cm  .  € 89  .  IXVAM018•
120 x 180 cm  .  € 179  .  IXVAM019••
160 x 240 cm  .  € 269  .  IXVAM020•

Tropical Birds
Morton Sundour Fabrics Ltd, England 

Victoria and Albert Museum  

80 x 100 cm  .  € 79  .  IXVAM014••
120 x 160 cm  .  € 159  .  IXVAM015•
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Tropical Birds
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Rijksmuseum 

The Rijksmuseum offers an overview of Dutch art 
and history from the Middle Ages and important 
aspects of European and Asian art. IXXI offers 
you a selection from the unique collection of the 
Rijksmuseum. 

Great artists such as Rembrandt, Vermeer and  
de Heem are all featured in this amazing  
collection.

rijksmuseum.com

Still Life with Flowers
Jan Davidsz. de Heem  .  Rijksmuseum 

80 x 100 cm  .  € 89  .  IXRM001•
100 x 160 cm  .  € 149  .  IXRM028•
120 x 180 cm  .  € 179  .  IXRM002

Bouquet of Flowers
Anonymous  .  Rijksmuseum 

80 x 100 cm  .  € 79  .  IXRM017

120 x 160 cm  .  € 159  .  IXRM018 •
160 x 200 cm  .  € 239  .  IXRM019

Still Life with FLowers
Jan van Os  .  Rijksmuseum  

80 x 100 cm  .  € 79  .  IXRM031

120 x 160 cm  .  € 159  .  IXRM032

A Bouquet
Henriëtte Knip  .  Rijksmuseum  

80 x 100 cm  .  € 79  .  IXRM033

120 x 160 cm  .  € 159  .  IXRM034

The Milkmaid
Johannes Vermeer  .  Rijksmuseum  

100 x 120 cm  .  €109  .  IXRM015

160 x 180 cm  .  € 209  .  IXRM016

Two Goldfish
Ohara Koson  .  Rijksmuseum  

80 x 120 cm  .  € 89  .  IXRM029

120 x 180 cm  .  € 179  .  IXRM030

Birds on a Cherry Branch
Ohara Koson  .  Rijksmuseum  

60 x 120 cm  .  € 79  .  IXRM026•
100 x 200 cm  .  € 159  .  IXRM027

Landscape Verdure 
Anonymous  .  Rijksmuseum 

100 x 100 cm  .  € 89  .  IXRM069•
160 x 160 cm  .  € 199  .  IXRM070•

Art Deco
Anonymous  .  Rijksmuseum 

80 x 100 cm  .  € 79  .  IXRM065

120 x 160 cm  .  € 159  .  IXRM066

Group of Egrets 
Ohara Koson  .  Rijksmuseum 

80 x 120 cm  .  € 89  .  IXRM067•
120 x 180 cm  .  € 179  .  IXRM068•

Rijksmuseum Plates  double sided
Rijksmuseum 

25 cards (20 x 20 cm) / 1 m2  .  € 99  .  IXSP029

50 cards (20 x 20 cm) / 2 m2  .  € 189  .  IXSP012

Tile Panel with Flowers
Rijksmuseum 

112 x 196 cm  .  € 159  .  IXSP044

3736 Art

Still Life with Flowers  .  Jan van Os

Rijksmuseum Plates
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Title

Flowers Dark & Light  double sided
De Heem  /  Anonymous  .  Rijksmuseum 

80 x 100 cm  .  € 89  .  IXSP185••
100 x 140 cm  .  €149  .  IXSP128 •

Kimono with Cranes  double sided
Rijksmuseum 

80 x 100 cm  .  € 89  .  IXSP136

120 x 160 cm  .  € 179  .  IXSP137 •

3938 Art

Kimono with Cranes 

Double sided:
Switch your Style!

Flowers Dark & Light 
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Double sided:
Switch your Style!
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Landscape with Houses  .  Vincent van Gogh 

Van Gogh Museum

Vincent van Gogh, known for his painted self-portraits, sunflowers and lands-
capes, was born in 1853 in the village of Zundert in Brabant.  
He decided to become an artist at the age of 27. In 10 years he has made all 
his works, including around 900 paintings and 1100 drawings. Van Gogh was 
mainly inspired by the vast landscapes and the farming life.

Van Gogh is one of the best known Dutch painters. We call his painting style 
post-impressionism and Van Gogh is seen as one of the founders of this mo-
vement. If you are in Amsterdam, make sure you visit the Van Gogh Museum 
and immerse yourself in the world of Vincent van Gogh. •
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The Starry Night
Vincent van Gogh   

100 x 80 cm  .  € 79  .  IXIX017

160 x 120 cm  .  € 159  .  IXIX018

Double sided:
Switch your Style!

Blossoms  .  Vincent van Gogh & Ohara Koson

Blossoms  double sided
Vincent van Gogh & Ohara Koson  .  Van Gogh Museum & Rijksmuseum 

80 x 100 cm  .  € 89  .  IXSP181••
120 x 160 cm  .  € 179  .  IXSP182•

Pink Peach Tree
Vincent van Gogh  .  Van Gogh Museum 

80 x 100 cm  .  € 79  .  IXVG005

120 x 160 cm  .  € 159  .  IXVG006

Sunflowers
Vincent van Gogh  .  Van Gogh Museum 

80 x 100 cm  .  € 79  .  IXVG001

140 x 160 cm  .  € 189  .  IXVG002

Almond Blossom
Vincent van Gogh  .  Van Gogh Museum  

100 x 80 cm  .  € 79  .  IXVG007 •
160 x 120 cm  .  € 159  .  IXVG009 •
320 x 260 cm  .  € 479  .  IXVG011

Landscape with Houses
Vincent van Gogh  .  Van Gogh Museum  

100 x 80 cm  .  € 79  .  IXVG016•
160 x 120 cm  .  € 159  .  IXVG017•

Irrissis
Vincent van Gogh   

100 x 80 cm  .  € 79  .  IXIX019•
160 x 120 cm  .  € 159  .  IXIX020•

vangoghmuseum.com



Plants, animals and the best of forces our planet. The Naturalis Museum - located in Leiden, The Netherlands - records  
all life on Earth; because everything in nature is connected. Discover the amazing world of nature with the IXXI x Naturalis 
collection. Ever wondered how planet earth will look like in your home? You no longer have to. Go exploring &  
experience the beauty of nature on your wall!

Naturalis

43

naturalis.nl

Black Fish
Naturalis 

100 x 80 cm  .  € 79  .  IXNAT003•
160 x 120 cm  .  € 159  .  IXNAT004••

Dragonflies
Naturalis  

80 x 120 cm  .  € 89  .  IXNAT001•
120 x 180 cm  .  € 179  .  IXNAT002•

4342 Art

DragonfliesBlack Fish
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Cockatotoo  .  John Reeves

Natural History Museum

Turn your wall into a tropical party with the help of the IXXI x Natural History Museum collection. Whether you prefer an 
IXXI with the colourful flora & fauna or would rather go for a modern image: your interior will certainly get a stylish twist! 

44

British Museum

The British Museum in London is one of the world’s 
largest and most important museums of human 
history and culture. The detailed Japanese prints in 
this collection are true eye-catchers in any contem-
porary interior. Two Cranes on a Snowy Pine Branch

Katsushika Hokusai  .   The British Museum 

60 x 120 cm  .  € 79  .  IXBM005•
100 x 200 cm  .  € 159  .  IXBM006•

The Great Wave
Katsushika Hokusai  .   The British Museum 

100 x 80 cm  .  € 79  .  IXBM001

160 x 120 cm  .  € 159  .  IXBM002

4544 Art

Two Cranes on a Snowy Pine Branch  .  Katsushika Hokasai
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The Dancer
José Tapiró y Baró   .  Museo del Prado 

80 x 100 cm  .  € 79  .  IXMDP022

120 x 160 cm  .  € 159  .  IXMDP011

Woman with a Parasol in a Garden
Pierre-Auguste Renoir  .  Museo Thyssen-Bornemisza 

100 x 80 cm  .  € 79  .  IXTHY005

140 x 120 cm  .  € 149  .  IXTHY006

britishmuseum.org nhm.ac.uk



Mona Lisa  .  Leonardo da Vinci

Louvre

At the heart of Paris, you’ll find one of the largest and most important art museums in the world: The Louvre. Travel through 
time and imagine yourself in Paris with one of the museum’s most celebrated works of art. Fans of the well-known Mona 
Lisa can now create their own modern version of this masterpiece. 
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Flamingo / Finch-Davies 
Claude Finch-Davies  .  N. History Museum  

80 x 120 cm  .  € 89  .  IXNHM014•
100 x 140 cm  .  € 139  .  IXNHM005

Mona Lisa
Leonardo da Vinci  .  Louvre 

80 x 120 cm  .  € 89  .  IXLOUV001

100 x 160 cm  .  € 149  .  IXLOUV002

Cockatoo
John Reeves  .  N. History Museum 

100 x 80 cm  .  € 79  .  IXNHM017

140 x 120 cm  .  € 149  .  IXNHM018

Yellow Fish 
Artist Unknown  .  N. History Museum 

100 x 60 cm  .  € 69  .  IXNHM019•
180 x 100 cm  .  € 159  .  IXNHM020

4746 Art
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Flamingo / Audubon
John James Audubon  .  N. History Museum 

80 x 120 cm  .  € 89  .  IXNHM004•
120 x 160 cm  .  € 159  .  IXNHM003

Flamingo / Finch-Davies

The Snake Charmer
Henri Rousseau .  Musee D’Orsay 

100 x 120 cm  .  € 119  .  IXMDY001 •
140 x 160 cm  .  € 179  .  IXMDY002 •

louvre.fr
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Double sided:
Switch your Style!

Girl with a Pearl Earring
Johannes Vermeer  .  Mauritshuis 

100 x 120 cm  .  € 109  .  IXMH001•
140 x 160 cm  .  € 169  .  IXMH002

Botanicals  double sided
Gerard & Cornelis van Spaendonck  .   

Het Noordbrabants Museum 

60 x 100 cm  .  € 79  .  IXSP183•
100 x 140 cm  .  € 149  .  IXSP184•

Het Noordbrabants Museum

Het Noordbrabants Museum is located in IXXI’s hometown ’s-Hertogenbosch and makes art, culture and 
history accessible to anyone interested in some of Brabant’s moving cultural heritage. The museum offers 
temporary exhibits in addition to existing expositions. Add some stylish flowers to your home with one (or 
more) of the beautiful works of art by Gerard & Cornelis van Spaendonck.

Mauritshuis

Girl with a Pearl Earring is Vermeer’s most famous painting. 
It is not a portrait, but a ‘tronie’ – a painting of an imaginary 
figure. Tronies depict a certain type or character; in this case 
a girl in exotic dress, wearing an oriental turban and an 
improbably large pearl in her ear.

Johannes Vermeer was the master of light. This is shown here 
in the softness of the girl’s face and the glimmers of light on 
her moist lips. And of course, the shining pearl.

4948 Art
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Botanicals  .  Gerard & Cornelis van Spaendonck

Girl with a Pearl Earring  .  Johannes Vermeer
© Azurweiss

mauritshuis.nl

hetnoordbrabantsmuseum.nl
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Double sided:
Switch your Style!

Wild Flowers  .  Lotte Dirks
© Binnenbijbuitenhuis

The Blossoming  .  Sefton & Segedin

GraphicGraphicGraphic
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Title

Lotte Dirks

The illustrations by Lotte Dirks are colourful, cheery, 
refreshing and now available in IXXI’s collection. 
Lotte’s designs create new looks that match each 
season. Creating something new is Lotte’s favou-
rite thing to do!

Lotte finds inspiration for her illustrations from all 
sorts of everyday items, even from her childhood. 
She starts every illustration with a pencil sketch 
and a little paint and then adjusts the colours at  
a later stage, in Photoshop.

lottedirks.com

Double sided:
Switch your Style!

Green Garden  double sided
Lotte Dirks 

80 x 100 cm  .  € 89  .  IXSP192••
120 x 160 cm  .  € 179  .  IXSP193•

Wild Flowers  double sided
Lotte Dirks 

80 x 100 cm  .  € 89  .  IXSP178••
120 x 160 cm  .  € 179  .  IXSP179•

Green Garden  .   Lotte Dirks
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Graphic

Leaves
Lotte Dirks 

80 x 100 cm  .  € 79  .  IXLD001••
120 x 160 cm  .  € 159  .  IXLD002••
180 x 220 cm  .  € 269  .  IXLD003•

Into the Garden  double sided
Lotte Dirks 

15 cards (10 x 10 cm)  .  € 39  .  IXSP180•

Frida pixel

About our cover image: Leaves by Lotte Dirks

This fine botanical pattern will bring any room to life. Whether you give this illustration a spot in your living room, hall or 
bathroom; it will draw everyone’s attention immediately. Dutch illustrator Lotte Dirks designed this pattern especially for IXXI. 
So let’s add some colour to your interior and go botanical! 
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Leaves  .  Lotte DirksInto the Garden  .   Lotte Dirks
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Double sided:
Switch your Style!



Girl with a Pearl Earring pixel
IXXI 

100 x 140 cm  .  € 89  .  IXSP106 •
160 x 180 cm  .  € 169  .  IXSP001 • 
224 x 252 cm  .  € 229  .  IXSP002

Van Gogh pixel
IXXI 

100 x 140 cm  .  € 89  .  IXSP107 •
160 x 180 cm  .  € 169  .  IXSP003 •
224 x 252 cm  .  € 229  .  IXSP004

Van Gogh Petrol pixel
IXXI 

100 x 140 cm  .  € 89  .  IXSP131

160 x 180 cm  .  € 169  .  IXSP110 •
224 x 252 cm  .  € 229  .  IXSP197•

Mona Lisa pixel
IXXI 

100 x 140 cm  .  € 89  .  IXSP108

200 x 200 cm  .  € 219  .  IXSP019

Mondriaan pixel
Museo Thyssen / IXXI 

160 x 180 cm  .  € 169  .  IXSP109

Frida pixel
IXXI 

160 x 180 cm  .  € 169  .  IXSP196•

57Graphic56

Girl with a Pearl Earring pixel - small

Colourful palettes
Through the years, the pixel collection of IXXI has 

become one of our most popular items. Icons- and 

famous works of art all over the world are turned 

into a modern abstract wall decorations.  

Choose your favourite colour palette and it will  

be the center of attention in any room!

Van Gogh Petrol pixel - large
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Mixtape & LP / EP  double sided
Bo Lundberg 

80 x 120 cm  .  € 99  .  IXSP147

120 x 180 cm  .  € 199  .  IXSP148

Berlin 69
Bo Lundberg 

80 x 120 cm  .  € 89  .  IXBL003

120 x 180 cm  .  € 179  .  IXBL004

New York 82
Bo Lundberg 

80 x 120 cm  .  € 89  .  IXBL007

120 x 180 cm  .  € 179  .  IXBL008

Paris 73
Bo Lundberg 

80 x 120 cm  .  € 89  .  IXBL005

120 x 180 cm  .  € 179  .  IXBL006

Los Angeles 89
Bo Lundberg 

80 x 120 cm  .  € 89  .  IXBL009•
120 x 180 cm  .  € 179  .  IXBL010•

59Graphic58

Bo Lundberg

The works of the Swedish artist, graphic desig-
ner, illustrator Bo Lundberg sometimes seem 
to come from a different era. His visual work is 
distinguished by the combination of simplicity, 
distinct use of color, light abstraction and a 
good dose of coolness.

Bo Lundberg is the king of icons, architectural 
icons in particular. The larger metropolises and 
their most characteristic buildings are often re-
flected in the images of Bo Lundberg. Of course 
provided with an extensive range of colours.

Los Angeles 89  .  Bo LundbergFrida pixel
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Geometric graphic  double sided
Mareike Böhmer 

25 cards  (1 m2)  .  € 99  .  IXSP135

Graphic 189 C
Mareike Böhmer 

80 x 100 cm  .  € 79  .  IXMB012•
120 x 160 cm  .  € 159  .  IXMB013•

Graphic 193
Mareike Böhmer 

80 x 100 cm  .  € 79  .  IXMB010•
120 x 160 cm  .  € 159  .  IXMB011•

Graphic Minimalism  double sided
Mareike Böhmer 

80 x 120 cm  .  € 99  .  IXSP201

120 x 160 cm  .  € 179  .  IXSP202

6160

Graphic 193  .  Marieke Böhmer

Mareike Böhmer

The German designer and photographer Mareike Böhmer decided in 2016 to work as a freelance artist.  
Her own graphic works are minimalistic and colourful at the same time. She plays with elements from nature and  
geometric shapes, which is reflected in her modern visual work. With this, she blurs the line between graphic design 
and photography.

Graphic Minimalism  .  Mareike Böhmer

Graphic 150C
Mareike Böhmer 

80 x 100 cm  .  € 79  .  IXMB003 •
120 x 160 cm  .  € 159  .  IXMB004
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Double sided:
Switch your Style!

mareikeboehmer.com



The Kissing
Sefton & Segedin 

80 x 100 cm  .  € 79  .  IXSS005•
120 x 160 cm  .  € 159  .  IXSS006••

Hybrid Pearl 
Sefton & Segedin 

80 x 100 cm  .  € 79  .  IXSS001••
120 x 160 cm  .  € 159  .  IXSS002•

The Blossoming
Sefton & Segedin 

80 x 100 cm  .  € 79  .  IXSS003••
120 x 160 cm  .  € 159  .  IXSS004•

Between the lines with 
Sefton & Segedin

In 2015, two sisters from Sydney (Tash Sefton & 
Hayley Segedin) launched their own, beautiful 
painting collection. Their style is characterized by 
minimalistic, one-line drawings. 

“We wanted everyone to have access to origi-
nal, affordable art because it’s so important to be 
surrounded by creativity in your living and work 
spaces.”

Switch your style in black & white and go between 
the lines with the timeless IXXI x Sefton & Segedin 
collection.

seftonsegedin.com
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The Kissing  .  Sefton & Segedin Hybrid Pearl  .  Sefton & Segedin

The Blossoming  .  Sefton & Segedin
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Less is More
Studio Boot 

60 x 80 cm  .  € 59  .  IXSTB001

120 x 160 cm  .  € 159  .  IXSTB002

Loco Color  double sided
Studio Boot 

25 cards (1 m2)  .  € 99  .  IXSP027

50 cards (2 m2)  .  € 179  .  IXSP028

Studio Boot

Studio Boot is a design agency which was founded in 1990.  
The work of Studio Boot is accessible, powerful, clear and often easily 
identified. The designs aim to clarify and invoke emotions; sometimes in 
a good way, sometimes in an irritating way, sympathetic and sometimes 
poignant. Add your favourite design to your home and give your living  
a graphical touch!

65Graphic64

Less is More  .  Studio Boot
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Deer Black & White  double sided
Ruben Ireland 

80 x 100 cm  .  € 89  .  IXSP145

120 x 160 cm  .  € 179  .  IXSP146

Marianna
Ruben Ireland 

80 x 100 cm  .  € 79  .  IXRI001 •
120 x 160 cm  .  € 159  .  IXRI002

Bye Baby
Cocorrina 

80 x 100 cm  .  € 79  .  IXCK001

120 x 160 cm  .  € 159  .  IXCK002

Dreams
Cocorrina 

80 x 100 cm  .  € 79  .  IXCK006•
120 x 160 cm  .  € 159  .  IXCK007•

Piled Flamingos
Cocorrina 

80 x 120 cm  .  € 89  .  IXCK004•
120 x 160 cm  .  € 159  .  IXCK005•

Cocorrina

Corina Nika - better known as Cocorrina -  is a graphic designer in-
spired by everything around her. Her home base in the pretty Kefalonia 
(think about: blue skies and clear water) is her true source of inspiration. 
The designs of Cocorrina are a balanced mix of a minimalistic and 
eclectic style with a touch of nature elements and typography.
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Marianna  .  Ruben IrelandDreams  .  Cocorrina

cocorrina.com rubenireland.co.uk



Bestseller
Banana
Leaf

The original ‘Martinique Banana Leaf’ was 
designed to be wallpaper for the iconic 
Beverly Hills Hotel in 1942. This fantastic, 
graphic print doesn’t just cheer up interiors, 
but also provides a genuine urban feel. 
How cool!

 

Banana Leaf 
Don Looper  

100 x 80 cm  .  € 79  .  IXHNS001•
160 x 120 cm  .  € 159  .  IXHNS002•
220 x 200 cm  .  € 289  .  IXHNS003

69Graphic68
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© Sunday Suus © Lina Skukauske© Remadewithlove



Quotes white  double sided
IXXI 

75 cards (14 x 14 cm) .  € 119  .  IXSP124

Quotes black  double sided
IXXI 

75 cards (14 x 14 cm) .  € 119  .  IXSP125

Graphic

Mini Quotes white  double sided
IXXI 

84 cards (10 x 10 cm) .  € 69 

IXSP194••

Mini Quotes  black  double sided
IXXI 

84 cards (10 x 10 cm) .  € 69 

IXSP195••

7170

Quote Box:
A personal touch in your interior? Create your very own quote! The 
IXXI letterbox contains 75 cards and gives you the freedom to get 
creative with letters. Will you choose ‘work hard, play hard’ or, for 
instance: ‘all we have is now’? Get creative and keep on switching 
styles!

Make your statement  
with our Quote boxes

A personal touch in your interior? Create your 
very own quote! This IXXI letterbox contains 
multiple cards and gives you the freedom to 
get creative. Will you choose ‘work hard, play 
hard’ or ‘all we have is now’?  
Keep on switching styles!•
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Mini Quotes white

Mini Quotes black
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Chilling in the Jungle & Into the Wild  double sided
Creative Lab Amsterdam 

80 x 100 cm  .  € 89  .  IXSP143

120 x 160 cm  .  € 179  .  IXSP144•

73Graphic72

Double sided:
Switch your Style!
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Chilling in the Jungle & Into the Wild  .  Creative Lab AmsterdamChilling in the Jungle & Into the Wild  .  Creative Lab Amsterdam

Pink Jungle
Creative Lab Amsterdam 

80 x 100 cm  .  € 79  .  IXCL001•
120 x 160 cm  .  € 159  .  IXCL002••
160 x 220 cm  .  € 249  .  IXCL003•

Creative Lab Amsterdam

Creative Lab Amsterdam is a graphic design studio from, indeed, Amsterdam and consists of the design duo Heleen and 
Nienke. A better balance between the modern digital world and originally offline contact. Personal connections, that’s 
what the Creative Lab Amsterdam is about. 

If you like the urban jungle trend then you like the graphic works of Creative Lab Amsterdam! Dive into the botanical prints 
and change your world into a jungle. Creative Lab Amsterdam offers you enough choice of palm trees, monkeys, toucans, 
tigers, giraffes and other jungle residents.

Pink Jungle  .  Creative Lab Amsterdam

creativelabamsterdam.com



Pattern  .  Keith Haring

74

Tiger Jungle & Toucan Family  double sided
Creative Lab Amsterdam 

80 x 100 cm  .  € 89  .  IXSP141•
120 x 160 cm  .  € 179  .  IXSP142

Double sided:
Switch your Style!

Flamingo Flight & Zebra Palm  .  Creative Lab AmsterdamTiger Jungle & Toucan Family  .  Creative Lab Amsterdam

Flamingo Flight & Zebra Palm  double sided
Creative Lab Amsterdam 

80 x 100 cm  .  € 89  .  IXSP199••
120 x 160 cm  .  € 179  .  IXSP200•



Maps collection

Mark your favorite holiday destinations, where you have already been and where you would like to go again. In the 
meantime, you can top up your topography. If you do not feel like a world citizen but you do like your country, you 
can also consider the map. Art in Maps approaches the good old road map in an artistic way. Through a combination 
of data visualization and cartography, Jorick van Raalten maps the world in a unique and artistic way. 

Create your very own city map

Looking for a unique map of your city or country? 
Our design partners (Art in Maps) are happy to create 
your very own retail product. 
More info at page 22 - 23

The World Tangram - yellow / green 

IXXI 

180 x 110  .  € 119  .  IXSP133

The World Tangram - pink / blue 

IXXI

180 x 110  .  € 119  .  IXSP127 •
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Copenhagen  black  .  Art in MapsThe World Tangram - yellow / green



The World black & white  .  Art in Maps

Amsterdam Mosaic
Art in Maps 

80 x 100 cm  .  € 79  .  IXKK019 •
120 x 160 cm  .  € 159  .  IXKK020 •

New York Mosaic
Art in Maps 

80 x 100 cm  .  € 79  .  IXKK017•
120 x 160 cm  .  € 159  .  IXKK018 •

Berlin Mosaic
Art in Maps 

80 x 100 cm  .  € 79  .  IXKK025 •
120 x 160 cm  .  € 159  .  IXKK027 •

Paris Mosaic
Art in Maps 

80 x 100 cm  .  € 79  .  IXKK021•
120 x 160 cm  .  € 159  .  IXKK022 •

The World black & white 

Art in Maps 

120 x 80 cm  .  € 89  .  IXKK011•
160 x 120 cm  .  € 159  .  IXKK012

The World
Maps International 

100 x 60 cm  .  € 69  .  IXMA002

140 x 80 cm  .  € 109  .  IXMA003

200 x 120 cm  .  € 179  .  IXMA001 •

Around the World
IXXI 

100 x 80  .  € 79  .  IXIX013

160 x 120 cm  .  € 159  .  IXIX014

Amsterdam
Art in Maps 

80 x 120 cm  .  € 89  .  IXKK007

120 x 160 cm  .  € 159  .  IXKK008 

New York
Art in Maps 

60 x 140 cm  .  € 79  .  IXKK009

80 x 180 cm  .  € 139  .  IXKK010

Berlin 
Art in Maps 

80 x 120 cm  .  €89  .  IXKK001

120 x 160 cm  .  € 159  .  IXKK002 

Paris
Art in Maps 

80 x 120 cm  .  € 89  .  IXKK005

120 x 160 cm  .  € 159  .  IXKK006 
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Paris Mosaic  .  Art in MapsThe World  .  Maps International

kunstinkaart.nl



Love icons  double sided
Banksy 

80 x 100 cm  .  € 89  .  IXSP160 •
120 x 160 cm  .  € 179  .  IXSP161

Pulp Fiction
Banksy 

120 x 80 cm  .  € 89  .  IXBANK001

180 x 120 cm  .  € 179  .  IXBANK002

The Party
Musketon 

100 x 60 cm  .  € 69  .  IXMUSK003•
160 x 100 cm  .  € 149  .  IXMUSK004•

Sanseverias
Eva Mouton 

80 x 100 cm  .  € 79  .  IXEM004•
120 x 160 cm  .  € 159  .  IXEM006•

Girl with Balloon
Banksy 

100 x 100 cm  .  € 89  .  IXBANK005

140 x 140 cm  .  € 159  .  IXBANK006

Social Media Machine
Musketon 

80 x 100 cm  .  € 79  .  IXMUSK001•
120 x 160 cm  .  € 159  .  IXMUSK002•

81Graphic80

Banksy: The king of the street art!

Who Banksy is, remains a mystery. The name Banksy is used as a pseudonym for the well-known street artist. His work 
can be recognized by the template technique, with which he makes political and humorous street art with graffiti. 

Ghent collection

Ghent, a quirky and innovative city where everyone immediately feels at home. The collection consists of various 
designs from local cartoonists, fashion photographers, illustrators and designers like Musketon and Eva Mouton.
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Pulp Fiction  .  Banksy The Party  .  Musketon

banksy.co.uk
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Cactus & Balloons  double sided
Paul Fuentes 

80 x 100 cm  .  € 89  .  IXSP169

120 x 160 cm  .  € 179  .  IXSP170

Blue Fish
Hip & Hanneke 

160 x 60 cm  .  € 79  .  IXHIP001

200 x 80 cm  .  € 149  .  IXHIP002

Black Flamingo
Paul Fuentes 

80 x 100 cm  .  € 79  .  IXPF011 •
120 x 160 cm  .  € 159  .  IXPF012

83Graphic82

Go Large
What a catch! Maybe not a very smart size for 

a retail product, but do know we can help you 

creating impact for other purposes. 

(More info at page 22)

Paul Fuentes

Paul Fuentes is a graphic designer from Mexico 
and lives in London. In his minimalistic 
images, every day objects are depicted and 
twisted into surrealist and humorous artwork. 
He aims to put a smile on your face with his 
pop-mashup designs!
(see  p. 90 for his new photographic design)
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Black Flamingo  .  Paul Fuentes Blue Fish  .  Hip & Hanneke

paulfuentesdesign.com hipenhanneke.com



X-Mas pixels
IXXI 

240 cards (10 x 10 cm)  .  € 149  .  IXCS006

Advent Calendar Forest
IXXI 

24 cards (20 x 20 cm)  .  € 89  .  IXCS003

Advent Calendar Hannes Beer
Hannes Beer 

24 cards (20 x 20 cm)  .  € 89  .  IXCS001

X-Mas collection

Ho ho ho. Let’s countdown Christmas! 
Don’t have room for a real Christmas tree 
at home? No worries. Choose your favourite 
design out of the Christmas collection of 
IXXI and jingle up your home! 
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X-Mas pixels Advent Calendar  .  Forest

Advent Calendar   .  Hannes Beer
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Cactus & Leaves  .  Mareike Böhmer

87Photography

Double sided:
Switch your Style!

Bird Migration  .   Ido Mierovich

Photography
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Beach  .  Chris AbatzisPink Paradise  .  Claire Droppert

Birds  .  Zakaria Rakha
© Tanja van Hoogdalem

Nice
Chris Abatzis 

80 x 120 cm  .  € 79  .  IXCA001

120 x 160 cm  .  € 159  .  IXCA002

Beach
Chris Abatzis 

80 x 120 cm  .  € 89  .  IXCA003•
120 x 160 cm  .  € 159  .  IXCA004•

Birds
Zakharia Rakha 

100 x 100 cm  .  € 89  .  IXZR001 •
140 x 140 cm  .  € 159  .  IXZR002

New Yorker
Teun Voeten 

80 x 120 cm  .  € 89  .  IXHH001

120 x 180 cm  .  € 179  .  IXHH002

Cactus & Leaves  double sided
Mareike Böhmer

100 x 80 cm  .  € 89  .  IXSP176

160 x 120 cm  .  € 179  .  IXSP177

88
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Nice  .  Chris Abatzis
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Bird Migration  .    Ido Meirovich
1X

Venice & Indio Palms  .  Paul Fuentes

Double sided:
Switch your Style!

Venice & Indio Palms  double sided
Paul Fuentes

80 x 120 cm  .  € 99  .  IXSP207•
120 x 180 cm  .  € 189  .  IXSP208•

Pink Paradise 
Claire Droppert 

120 x 80 cm  .  € 89  .  IXCD005

180 x 120 cm  .  € 179  .  IXCD006

Beach
Claire Droppert 

120 x 80 cm  .  € 89  .  IXCD003

180 x 120 cm  .  € 179  .  IXCD004

Bird Migration
Ido Mierovich  .  1X 

100 x 80 cm  .  € 79  .  IX1X003•
160 x 120 cm  .  € 159  .  IX1X004•
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Lace  .  Hannah Lemholt
© Enstijl

Lace
Hannah Lemholt  

80 x 80 cm  .  € 69  .  IXHL001

100 x 100 cm  .  € 89  .  IXHL008

140 x 140 cm  .  € 159  .  IXHL002

Shoot Film 
Wouter Struyf  

120 x 80 cm  .  € 89  .  IXWS002•
180 x 120 cm  .  €179  .  IXWS003•

Polaroid of Saint Laurent
Hannah Lemholt 

80 x 100 cm  .  € 79  .  IXHL010

100 x 140 cm  .  € 139  .  IXHL011

Wheelbarrow
Hannah Lemholt 

80 x 100 cm  .  € 79  .  IXHL003

100 x 140 cm  .  € 139  .  IXHL004
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Shoot Film  .  Wouter Struyf

hannahlemholtphotography.com

wouterstruyf.com



Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Sed a mattis orci, vel aliquam magna. Phasellus condimentum ligula 
enim, eget feugiat dolor tempus vitae. Integer sit amet venenatis augue, non dapibus ex. Nulla dictum sagittis tellus, ac 
eleifend purus pulvinar nec. Quisque lectus ex, tristique et fermentum sit amet, condimentum eu justo. Maecenas tristique 
ligula nec augue dignissim lacinia. Suspendisse ut dictum erat. Ut ac volutpat diam, a accumsan ante. 

95Art 95Kids94

Lila and Lola

Lila and Lola is a very special duo, who together make super cute but also very special wall art. A combination of modern 
design trends and beautiful images from nature. The Lila and Lola label combines photography, painting and graphic 
design. Mother and daughter are both lucky enough to live in the Australian Alpine region. A place full of forest and 
animals. There, living in a small picturesque vintage caravan, they keep coming into contact with new beautiful places 
within the fairy-tale mountainous landscape that they can call their home. It is not surprising that the collection of works by 
Lila and Lola mainly consists of nature images and animals.

Bird  .  Ingela P Arrhenius Animal Family  .  Lila and Lola

Kids

lila-and-lola.com
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Animal Family    double sided
Lila and Lola 

12 cards (20 x 20 cm)  .  € 69  .  IXSP156•

Alpaca
Lila and Lola 

80 x 100 cm  .  € 79  .  IXLL003•
120 x 160 cm  .  € 159  .  IXLL004•

Dino World  double sided
Natural History Museum  

16 cards (20 x 20 cm)  .  € 79  .  IXSP077
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Dino World
© ourlittlephotodiary

Never Grow Up  .  Studio BootAlpaca  .  Lila and Lola

Rabbit  .  Lila and Lola

Rabbit  double sided
Lila and Lola

80 x 100 cm  .  € 89  .  IXSP157

Never Grow Up  
Studio Boot

60 x 80 cm  .  € 59  .  IXWD018

120 x 160 cm  .  € 159  .  IXWD019
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Ingela P Arrhenius

Ingela Peterson Arrhenius is a Swedish illustrator 
from Stockholm, known for her retro style with joy 
for typography and colour. As you can see in 
her beautiful illustrations, art & design has always 
played a big part in life. 

In the exclusive IXXI x Ingela P Arrhenius 
collection you’ll find the most beautiful animal 
prints to spice-up the nursery, kids bedroom or 
any other space. Add a colourful touch to your 
home! 

Bird  .  Ingela P ArrheniusLion  .  Ingela P Arrhenius

ingelaparrhenius.com



Miffy ABC
Dick Bruna 

30 cards (20 x 20 cm)  .  € 89

English  IXSP036

Dutch  IXSP035

Bird
Ingela P Arrhenius 

84 x 98 cm  .  € 79  .  IXSP187••

Lion
Ingela P Arrhenius 

84 x 98 cm  .  € 79  .  IXSP188•

101KidsGraphic

Owl
Ingela P Arrhenius 

70 x 98 cm  .  € 69  .  IXSP189•

Cat
Ingela P Arrhenius 

84 x 112 cm  .  € 79  .  IXSP190•
Miffy Hide & Seek mint green
Dick Bruna 

60 x 80 cm  .  € 59  .  IXME001

120 x 140 cm  .  € 149  .  IXME002

Miffy Hide & Seek orange
Dick Bruna 

60 x 80 cm  .  € 59  .  IXME005

120 x 140 cm  .  € 149  .  IXME006

100

Miffy at the Zoo 
Dick Bruna 

25 cards (20 x 20 cm)  .  € 89  .  IXSP095

Miffy growth chart
Dick Bruna 

12 cards (20 x 20 cm)  .  € 59  .  IXSP038

Miffy Pixel
Dick Bruna / IXXI 

140 x 180 cm  .  € 159  .  IXSP105

101Kids
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Lion  .  Ingela P Arrhenius Miffy at the Zoo  .  Dick Bruna
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disney.com
starwars.com

© Disney /  © & ™ Lucasfilm Ltd.

Mickey pixel

103Disney & Star Wars

Chewbacca  .  Tim Lautensack

Disney &
Star Wars
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Snow White pixel

Mickey Mouse pixel
Disney / IXXI 

140 x 200 cm  .  € 179  .  IXSP030 •

Pinocchio pixel
Disney / IXXI 

160 x 180 cm  .  € 179  .  IXSP055

Minnie Mouse pixel
Disney / IXXI 

140 x 200 cm  .  € 179  .  IXSP073

Snow White  pixel
Disney / IXXI 

160 x 180 cm  .  € 179  .  IXSP074

Alice pixel
Disney / IXXI 

160 x 180 cm  .  € 179  .  IXSP075

104 105Disney & Star Wars
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Bambi pixel
Disney / IXXI 

140 x 200 cm  .  € 179  .  IXSP023

Pinocchio pixel
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Alice Flowers
Disney   

80 x 100 cm  .  € 79  .  IXSWD008

120 x 160 cm  .  € 159  .  IXWD009

Mickey Mouse black & white
Disney 

80 x 100 cm  .  € 79  .  IXWD001

140 x 160 cm  .  € 179  .  IXWD002

Disney Princesses growth chart  

The Good Dinosaur 
growth chart 
Disney 

40 x 120 cm  .  € 59

 IXSP117

Disney Princesses
growth chart 
Disney 

40 x 120 cm  .  € 59

 IXSP118

106 107Disney & Star Wars
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Mickey Mouse black & white



The favorite Star Wars characters in a new jacket 

Tim Lautensack is a graphic designer from Dallas / Fort Worth in Texas and the creator of these unique Star Wars Icons 
illustrations. In addition to design, he also loves photography, films and animations. Because of his iconic illustrations, the 
characters of Star Wars will live on forever!
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Star Wars Icon: Darth Vader
Star Wars / Tim Lautensack

80 x 100 cm  .  € 79  .  IXSW001

140 x 160 cm  .  € 179  .  IXSW002

Star Wars Icon: Stormtrooper
Star Wars / Tim Lautensack

80 x 100 cm  .  € 79  .  IXSW003 •
140 x 160 cm  .  € 179  .  IXSW004

Star Wars Icon: Yoda
Star Wars / Tim Lautensack

100 x 80 cm  .  € 79  .  IXSW013

160 x 140 cm  .  € 179  .  IXSW014

Star Wars Cool Club
The Cool Club 

16 cards (14 x 14 cm)  .  € 69  .  IXSP101

Star Wars Icon: C-3PO
Star Wars / Tim Lautensack

80 x 100 cm  .  € 79  .  IXSW007

140 x 160 cm  .  € 179  .  IXSW008

Star Wars Icon: Chewbacca
Star Wars / Tim Lautensack

80 x 100 cm  .  € 79  .  IXSW009

140 x 160 cm  .  € 179  .  IXSW010
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Star Wars Icon: Stormtrooper  .  Tim Lautensack



Suspendisse vel pharetra elit. Mauris suscipit felis et malesuada faucibus. Donec a mauris urna. Mauris porttitor mi a con-
sequat blandit. Vestibulum interdum porta mauris vitae eleifend. Quisque nisi lorem, viverra a erat sit amet, lobortis tristique 
nunc. Sed consequat ac odio vitae porttitor. Morbi et fringilla dui. Donec lectus lectus, semper sed suscipit non, maximus 
et lorem. Vivamus vitae sapien id ligula dignissim tincidunt. 

IXXI x Naturalis
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Stormtrooper / Darth Vader  double sided
Star Wars / IXXI

80 x 80 cm  .  € 89  .  IXSP071 •
120 x 120 cm  .  € 149  .  IXSP070 •

Star Wars Galaxy  double sided
Star Wars 

49 cards (20 x 20 cm)  .  € 199  .  IXSP065

Stormtrooper / Darth Vader

Double sided:
Switch your Style!

Stormtrooper pixel
Star Wars / IXXI 

180 x 220 cm  .  € 229  .  IXSP062

R2-D2 pixel
Star Wars / IXXI 

140 x 160 cm  .  € 169  .  IXSP063

111110 Disney & Star Wars
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Lookbook #ixxiyourworld

Lotte Dirks  .  @flufluencers

113112

Banksy  .  Soup Can
 © Jint vd Brink

Loco Color  .  Studio Boot
 © Jolandaboerfotografie

Flowers  .  Lotte Dirks
 © Elodie Jolena

Quote Box White
 © Binnenbijbuitenhuis

Lookbook

We love to see how IXXI is used to personalize interiors! With the use of #ixxiyourworld we invite everyone to share 
and inspire. Help others to discover their ideal wall decoration. Creativity connects. 
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Flexible wall decoration
Extraordinary wall decoration is easily created with IXXI, 
consisting of square cards and connecting pieces.  
 The possibilities in size and shape are infinite. Get creative 
with your own photos or enrich your interior with a magnifi-
cent piece of art from the Van Gogh Museum, V&A or Louvre. 
Try a pixelated design or choose a print from renowned 
partners like Disney, Banksy, Star Wars or Getty Images.

Sustainable materials
The IXXI cards are 0.33 mm thick and are made of the high- 
quality synthetic mat material Synaps, produced by Agfa.  
The cards can be cleaned by using a damp soft cloth.  
The connecting pieces are made from (synthetic) ABS. 
An IXXI can be fully recycled.

  Tear-proof
  Water-resistant   
  UV-proof   

How does it work?
The provided hanging tool and tesa Powerstrips are  
designed to make it easy to install an IXXI on the wall.  
(See page 10 - 11)

Any suggestions to improve our product or service? 
Please let us know so we can learn from you.
mail@ixxiyourworld.com

Orders & service
business@ixxiyourworld.com
ixxiyourworld.com

No rights can be derived from this brochure or the price list.  

Subject to modification.

Photography: 

Marije Kuiper (marijekuiper.nl)

© patented product and concept. 

 IXXI concepts B.V. 

All rights reserved

Info & 
contact



ixxiyourworld.com


